Suppose A is a unique factorization domain and A [x] is not. Let p be a polynomial in A[x] minimal in degree with respect to the property that p has two essentially different prime (irreducible polynomial) factorizations.
We may assume p-fif2 From this we see that if g = 0, then agi = bfxn~m. If, however, q^O, then note deg (agi -bfxn~m) <deg gi and hence deg g<deg p, so that q must have a unique factorization into primes, some of which are g2, ■ ■ • , g» and/i. But then/i must be a factor of (agi -bfxn~m) and hence also of agi. Therefore, in either case, agi=fh for some polynomial h, so that, since/i is prime and deg/i>0 and deg a = 0, then a is a factor of h; hence, h = ah' for some polynomial h', and agi=fah', or gi=fih'. This shows that/i is a factor of gi, which is impossible by our assumptions. Hence, A[x] must indeed be a unique factorization domain. This generalization to polynomials of a well-known direct proof for unique factorization in the natural numbers arose out of an incidental remark by Professor C. W. Curtis in one of his courses at the University of Wisconsin.
